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Scope of Datasheet
• The purpose of this document is to detail the
consistency of the white light from the LED
based LumeLEXTM 2000 series family products.
• All Information included was obtained using
LM-79-08, LM-80-08 and TM-21-11 protocols.
• Product specifications will be shown to greatly
exceed the requirements in ANSI C78.377 and
Energy Star.
• “Background” sections are included in this
document to further describe concepts.

LumeLEXTM 2000 Series
• The LumeLEXTM 2000 series product family is a broad
range of fixtures that all use Xicato LED modules and
this datasheet applies to the entire family.
• The Xicato LED modules are designed and
manufactured to hold extremely tight tolerances that
ensure consistent white light when integrated
appropriately into a lighting fixture.
• However, as the LED Driver (Power), Heat Sink
(Thermals) and optics (Reflector, lenses, etc) all affect
the light output, one must always evaluate a lighting
fixture as a system and not just the high
performance engine inside of it.

BACKGROUND

ANSI NEMA ANSLG C78.377
• ANSI Standard C78.377 is for the Specification
for the Chromaticity of Solid State Lighting
(SSL) Products (LED or Light Emitting Diode).
• It is very similar to the Fluorescent ANSI
Standard C78.376 but modified for SSL.
• Based on the CIE 1931 Color Space, C78.377
Creates Tolerances for CCT, Duv, and CRI
– CCT = Correlated Color Temperature
– Duv = Distance to the Planckian Locus
– CRI = Color Rendering Index

CIE Color Space Disclaimer
• Please note that entire books are dedicated to
describing the information contained in and
similarities / differences between CIE 1931,
CIE 1960, CIE 1964, and CIE 1976 color spaces.
• For simplicity and consistency sake, all of the
Color Space Graphics in this document show
CIE 1931, even though the standards of
concepts they describe are based on a
different color space.

CIE 1931
Chromaticity
Diagram
Shown are:
chromaticity
coordinates (x,y),
the Black Body
Curve (Planckian
Locus) as well as
lines of constant
CCT values in °K

Background on ANSI C78.377
• The chromaticity (color) of light can be
expressed in many fashions, all using the CIE
1931 system.
– Using chromaticity coordinates (x,y), for example
(0.10, 0.70) is a Green Light, and is a very specific
measurement of light.
– Using “Correlated Color Temperature” or CCT and
the distance from the Planckian Locus (Duv). This
is a more intuitive measure as to the shade of light
but groups light colors into like categories called
“quadrangles”.

Background on CCT
Color Temperature of a light source is the temperature
of an ideal “black-body radiator” (for example the
SUN when viewed by a space probe in orbit around
the SUN) that radiates light of comparable hue to
that of the light source (for example the SUN as seen
on earth at various times of the day).
The SUN is a black body radiator (pure white light
generator), however the appearance of its light
seems to shift in “color temperature” as it crosses
the sky. This shift is an affect of light scattering due
to the SUN’s position relative to our atmosphere.
The CCT tells you what color “BIN” you are looking at
and the Duv tells you how far off the centerline it is.

Background on CCT
CIE/IEC 17.3:1987 defines Correlated Color
Temperature as “the temperature of the Planckian
radiator whose perceived colour most closely
resembles that of a given stimulus at the same
brightness and under specified viewing conditions.”
CCT is conventionally stated in the unit of absolute
temperature (Kelvin) or symbolically °K.

Note the Range of
actual colors that
are on each of the
constant color
temperature lines;
for example,
3000K can be
expressed
anywhere from
Yellow to Purple,
but is still
considered by
CIE 1931 to be
3000K.

Background on CCT
• Higher temperatures are referred to as “Cool”,
whereas lower color temperatures are called
“Warm”.
• The original Fluorescent based C78.376 had
six quadrangles, 4 of which were given names
such as “Daylight” at 6500K or “Cool White” at
4100K.
• The new SSL based C78.377 now has eight
quadrangles and does not assign a name to
any of them (unlike the Fluorescent spec).

Understanding the Tolerances of
LED Color Control
ANSI C78.377 CCT “TOLERANCE QUADRANGLES”

Background on ANSI C78.377
• Characterizing the measured light from an LED
source as a “CCT”, requires the use of a large bin or
Quadrangle (rather than just a CCT line).
• Each Nominal CCT Quadrangle is Specified by
chromaticity coordinates.
– For example, the ANSI spec
Table is shown to the right for
the nominal 2700K and 3000K.

• The Nominal CCT Categories have a “Target” center
point and a tolerance.
– For example, the ANSI spec for Nominal 3000K has center point target that is
3045°K with a tolerance of +/- 175°K.

Each “BIN” inside the Quadrangle is a
different “Nominal” Color Temperature

3000K is one of the eight
Quadrangles in the SSL
ANSI Standard
and is considered similar to
Fluorescent “Warm White”.

Background on Duv
• The Black Body Curve or “Planckian Locus”
represents Pure White Light.
• As was demonstrated in the CIE 1931 color space
diagram, when moving off of the Planckian Locus the
color of the light is not truly white.
• The distance from the Planckian Locus to the
measured light color (x,y) is called “Duv”

Duv = Distance to Planckian Locus
Planckian
Locus

Example point
is -0.004 Duv

The lower and upper limits of each of the Quadrangles
is exactly 0.006 Duv from the Planckian Locus.
Above the Locus is measured +, below is -.

Background on Du’v’ =
Color Shift OVER TIME
Color Maintenance is the ability of a light source to maintain its
original color properties over time.
Conversely, the change of chromaticity over time (also known as
Color Shift) can be quantified by comparing the LED’s original
color point in CIE 1976 space (u’, v’) to a second measured color
point during its life.
Du’v’ = Color Shift, or change in chromaticity over time, is expressed
as Du’v’, with lower values being more preferable (Du’v’ = 0
would mean no color change).

Background on Du’v’ =
Color Shift OVER TIME
Color Shift can be calculated by
Du’v’ =

(u’t - u’r)x(u’t - u’r) + (v’t - v’r)x(v’t - v’r)

where “r” = reference (0 hours ) and “t” = test point (elapsed time)
For example, if an LED was measured at 0-hours to have u’r= .249
and v’r= .5216, and then at 9,100 hours life it was measured to be
u’t = .2481 and v’t=.5221 it would produce a Color Shift of Du’v’, =
0.00103

Background on Color Shift Over Time

Test Point
after elapsed
Hours

Reference
Point at
0 Hours

Background on Color Shift
OVER TIME
Currently, no standards exist to establish “acceptable” color
change over time for Color Maintenance.
Energy Star has a “requirement” of a maximum shift of
Du’v’ = 0.007 during the first 6,000 hours of life. However,
this 0.007 “requirement” is certainly not “acceptable”, as that
much of a chromaticity shift noticeably changes the “white
light” to a perceived “colored light” (for example pink or green
or purple light).
Also, unlike TM-21-11, there are no industry standards to predict
long term color maintenance.

Background on “Flexible CCT”
• LSI does NOT use a Flexible CCT system.
• However, other manufacturers do.
• The ANSI standard allows for the use of a
“Flexible” CCT to allow manufacturers to
improve yield of LED’s or to allow them to
focus on a temperature range that would
otherwise be in two “quadrangles”.

Perception of Color Change
A single MacAdam Ellipse is defined
as the humans ability to visibly
perceive a change in color = AKA all
of the colors inside of a 1-step
MacAdam Ellipse is all perceived as
the same exact color.
Most Humans perceive no change in
color within 2-step MacAdam Ellipses.
The more Ellipses or Steps, the larger
the noticeable color change.

David MacAdam

Color Consistency Requirements
Depend on Application
MacAdam 1942
Visual sensitivities to color differences in daylight
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 32:247-274

1 step just noticeable difference
2 step required for white scenes
4 step acceptable for colored scenes

Background on CRI
• Color Rendering Index (CRI), sometimes called
Color Rendition Index is a quantitative
measure of the ability of a light source to
reproduce the colors of various objects
accurately in comparison with an ideal
reference source (such as a black-body
radiator like the SUN).
• An ideal reference source would have a CRI
equal to 100.

Background on CRI
• Light Sources with a High CRI are desirable for
use in color-critical applications such as in
museums, art studios, and galleries.
• A High CRI is useful to see a variety of colors,
to distinguish slight shades of color and to see
objects as they would look “naturally”.
• There are several test methods to determine
the CRI of a source, however Ra is the
currently adopted CRI method.

Background on CRI
• CIE 17.4 defines CRI as the “effect of an
illuminant on the colour appearance of
objects by conscious or unconscious
comparison with their colour appearance
under a reference illuminant”.
• Eight pastel test colors are used to determine
the color shifts and/or “color rendering index”
of a tested illuminant / source.

Background on CRI =
Ra is the General CRI
• Only 8 “Test Color Samples” or TCS’s are used
to calculate the standard Ra .
• Each sample is a low saturated color.
R1
• All 8 are evenly
R2
distributed over the
R3
complete range of hues.
R4
• Each TCS or R# has its
R5
R6
own measured value,
R7
the average of the first 8
R8
equates to Ra .

Background on CRI
• The Test procedure involves comparing each
of the Eight TCS / R# samples under the “light
in question” along with a “reference source”.
• The difference measured for each source are
then subtracted from 100 to get the CRI for
that sample.
• The 8 sample measurements are then
averaged to get the Ra.

Background on CRI
Additional TCS or R samples

• Because the first 8 samples have no deep
colors, additional samples are sometimes used
to ensure a clear portrait of the color
rendering abilities of a tested light source.
• The measured values
R9
for each of the
R10
additional samples
R11
are indicated
R12
separately.
R13
• These do NOT affect
R14
the Ra.

LumeLEXTM 2000 Performance

ANSI C78.377 Specification

ANSI C78.377-2008 Requirement (for 3000K)
3004 CCT
X = 0.445
Y = 0.442
6 Step MacAdam Ellipse

• Virtually the Same CCT
• Spans Ends of ANSI Spec
• CCT only gets you in the
ball park

LED Manufacturer A

3025 CCT
X = 0.428
Y = 0.388

LumeLEXTM 2000 Color Control
Exceeds ANSI C78.377 Requirements

LumeLEXTM 2000 Performance
EXCEEDS ANSI C78.377
REQUIREMENTS
and
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Exceeds ANSI C78.377

LX2000 clearly exceeds
the ANSI standard and
DOE Energy Star Requirements
2700 CCT
3000 CCT
3500 CCT
4000 CCT

ANSI / E*
+/- 150 K
+/- 150 K
+/- 150 K
+/- 150 K

LumeLEX 2000
+/- 40 K
+/- 50 K
+/- 60 K
+/- 70 K

Duv (initial)
Duv (over life)

+/- 0.006
+/- 0.007

+/- 0.001
+/- 0.003

MacAdam
Elipse

> 7 SDCM

< 2 SDCM

How do we do this?
• LSI integrates LED modules from Xicato.
• Xicato uses a Remote Phosphor Disc along
with a proprietary process that matches a set
of LED’s to a specific Phosphor Disc formula.
• This provides CONSISTENT WHITE LIGHT.
• 100% Production Control with Photometric
Testing of EVERY LED MODULE in an
Integrating Sphere.

VS.

Conventional Phosphor coating applies phosphor directly on
top of the LED, making the phosphor as HOT as the LED.
LumeLEX® uses a REMOTE phosphor disk to keep it COLD.

Keeping the phosphor cold means that it will not degrade over
life – maintaining color consistency.
This also improves the consistency of the phosphor during the
manufacturing process, as it is easier to form a flat disk than it
is to keep uniform thickness on a 3-Dimensional LED.

LumeLEXTM Production Sampling
EXCEEDS ANSI C78.377
REQUIREMENTS

LX2000 Spectral Distributions

Need a High CRI ? – try 96+ CRI

Du’v’ = Color Shift / Time
• The actual Du’v’ of the Xicato LM-80 test modules is provided in
the chart on the next sheet.
• The LumeLEXTM 2000 series shall have a maximum color shift of
C3 at 50,000 hours to be less than or equal to Du’v’ ≤ 0.003.
• This also equates to the product being inside of a standard 2-step
MacAdam Ellipse (2 SCDM) at 0-hours and inside of a 3-step
MacAdam Ellipse at 50,000 hours.

Du’v’ = Color Shift / Time
Xicato independent LM80 Test Results of Color Shift / Time

Maximum Ambient Conditions
• LSI has also ensured that our product can perform and survive within a
MAXIMUM RATED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE of 95° Fahrenheit/ 35°Celcius.
• There will be no degradation of the 50,000 hour life, when the LumeLEX®
2000 operates in an ambient environment that is above the NOMINAL
TEMPERATURE (77 ° F), but below the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (95 ° F).
• However, due to the effects of the temperature on the driver and the
LED’s, there will be up to 2% degradation in the Lumen Output of the
product. For example, if at nominal (77 ° F) ambient a specific fixture
would operate at 860 Lumens, the same fixture at maximum (95 ° F)
ambient would operate at only 843 Lumens, however it will remain within
all other specifications- no impact to color temperature (CCT), or color
rendering (CRI).

Maximum Ambient Conditions
Cont.
• Note- at ambient temperatures that exceed the MAXIMUM
RATED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, the fixture will still operate,
but in a much more degraded state. If the LED fixture
experiences excessive ambient operating temperatures above
the MAXIMUM RATED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, there is an
over-temperature device that will permanently record this.
• No warranties will be honored if the over-temperature device
on the LED module shows that the fixture operated in an
ambient environment over 95° Fahrenheit/ 35° Celsius.

Find us on
LightingFacts.com

More Information
You can find this datasheet and the following
additional information on our website at:
www.lightingservicesinc.com
or contact us at (845) 942-2800
•
•
•
•
•
•

IES Files
LM79 Files
You Tube Videos
LumeLEX Reliability Data Sheet
LumeLEX Dimming Application Sheet
LumeLEX Ambient Data Sheet

